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Estrella Yamamoto

Estrella Yamamoto is an NPC controlled by Cowboy

Estrella Yamamoto

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Female

Organization: Yamatai Citizen
Occupation: Mother/Restaurant owner/Cybernetic crafter

Rank: Civilian
Current Placement: Jiyuu III
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Character Description

Age: 31

Height: 5'8“

Weight: 130lbs

Eyes: Dark Brown

Hair: Either a natural black afro or long braids

Distinguishing features: Has a star burst tattoo around her left eye.

Likes: Cooking, Crafts, Dancing, Singing.

Dislikes: Bullies, Smug people.

Personality: Estrella cheerfully woman who enjoys life. She loves to cook and bake for friends and family
and also loves to dance. She also loves crafts and has a side business making cybernetic eyes and other
parts. Estrella can be very sassy and talks with a Spanish accent.

History

Estrella, and her sister Sanda, fled Nepleslian at the age of 12. The civil was between the political groups
'Reds' and 'Greens' had become so bad that her parents thought that the girls would do much better
being raised on Yamatai. Estrella adjusted quickly to the culture of Yamatai but her sister Sanda did not.
Estrella had a difficult time raising Sanda. It's much easier being a sister than a parent. Estrella had a
love of two things Cooking and tinkering with Cybernetics. She got an apprenticeship learning to fix and
build things like cybernetic eyes and limbs.

Do to her sister contently getting in trouble Estrella moved to the Jiyuu system has part of the
recolonization efforts in YE30. She opened a restaurant and Cybernetic repair shop. Several years later
she met a Starship operator named Trowa Yamamoto. Trowa had gotten her sister out of some big
trouble and was helping Sanda get her life together. Estrella and Trowa soon fell in love and were
married in YE 36. Two years later they had their first daughter, Elanor Aeon, named after Trowa's fist ship
assignment.

Relationships

Husband: Yamamoto, Trowa
Daughter: Elanor Aeon Yamamoto
Sister: Sanda Hoshi
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Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Nepleslian, Yamataigo
Cooking: Estrella has a wide array of culinary delights. She loves experimenting with new recipes
even though her husband hates it.
Dancing: Estrella has natural rhythm and grace.
Fighting: Being Nepleslian, Estrella knows her way around firearms and other weapons, though
chooses not to use them unless she has to.
Cybernetics: Estrella has an interest in cybernetics and can easily repair or make a cybernetic
replacement.

Inventory

Estrella Yamamoto has the following items:

OOC Discussion

I made this character just because I wanted my wife to be a part of my roll playing in a small way.
Character art is by me Artwork made by Cowboy using Artbreeder - used under public domain

Character Data
Character Name Estrella Yamamoto
Character Owner Cowboy
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
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